Indigenous movements in Australia are at a crossroad in their efforts to protect their intrinsic relations with land, nature and culture on the one hand and engaging with the reconciliatory and developmental dynamics of the state on the other. This paper examines the process of articulation and rejuvenation of indigenous identities that negotiate across culture, environment, sustainable livelihood and the developmental needs of the community. Locating these movements within wider socio-historical contexts it focuses on the tensions between a proconservation and a pro-development approach in grass roots indigenous movements. Three case studies are presented -drawn from the Sydney region. One indigenous group's struggle against a housing development, defined as a threat to indigenous and environmental heritage, is contrasted with an indigenous group that is internally divided over an agreement with a mining developer, and a third group that has engaged in constructing housing and welfare projects, and in part has itself become a developer. The article thereby addresses the reformulation of indigenous identities in Australian society as indigenous peoples' movements have renegotiated the contending pressures of environment and development.
The changing character of identity is rooted in its subjective construction paving the way for its transformation from 'structure to agency', and resurgence through 'changed self perception', and 'rejuvenation for the collective action' (Cerutti 2001 ). Here we see the 'creation of new meanings' for actors themselves, and by themselves (Castells 1997, p. 2) .
These transformations are linked to struggles against hegemony, and contestation of subordination and subjugation wherein people are located within oppressive structures of power, hierarchy and domination through interactions of racial, ethnic, colonial, class, caste, gender inequality and discrimination.
Identities, to Castells, are constructed in the varied contexts of power relationships.
Accordingly there are legitimising identities meant to maintain the status quo, introduced by the dominant institutions of society to extend and rationalise their domination vis-à-vis social actors; resistance identities generated by those actors that are in conditions devaluated or stigmatised by the logic of domination, to build trenches of resistance and survival on the basis of principles different from or opposed to those permeating the institutions of society; and project identities constructed by social actors on the basis of whatever cultural materials available to them to build a new identity that redefines their positioning in society, and which in the process, seeks the transformation of the whole structure. These identities however are not discrete; rather in a historical context one may get transformed into another. Castells, for instance, maintains that "identities that start as 'resistance' may reduce to 'project' and may also in the due course of history become 'legitimising' identities to rationalise their domination by becoming the dominant institutions in society. To him there is per se no progressive or regressive identity except for its historical context (Castells 1997, p. 8) .
In the wake of globalisation, 'along with the technological revolution, the transformation of capitalism, and the demise of statism', as Castells puts it, 'we have experienced … the widespread surge of powerful expressions of collective identity that challenge globalisation and cosmopolitanism on behalf of cultural singularity and people's control over their lives and environment. These expressions are multiple, highly diversified following the contours of each culture, and the historical sources of formation of identity. They include proactive movements, aiming at transforming human relationship at their most fundamental level' (Castells 1997, p. 6) .
Identities and Social Movements
Social movements are the essential 'connecting process of formation for collective identity and production of solidarity ' (Pizzorno 1978, p. 293) . They "empower" members in defense of the acquired identity (Melucci 1992 (Melucci , 1996 . Social movements are circumscribed by identities based on subjectivity, morality, emotion, value and cognition (Touraine 1981 , Bertaux 1990 , Eyerman and Jamison 199, Hegedus 1990 ) on the one hand, and also common interest, rational calculations and contentious politics (Tilly1985, McCarthy and Zald 1977, Tarrow 1995) on the other. It is again that social movements, rather than becoming a reflection of collective identity, at times become the 'public experience of self' with the increasing quantum of mobility and shockwaves of fluidity in contemporary society (Urry 2000 , cf. McDonald, 2002 .
Indigenous Life, Culture and Identity
The life and culture of indigenous people across the globe have largely been characterised by their intrinsic relationships to land, nature and environment and the ideals of solidarity of collective identity and autonomy that generate struggles for the preservation of these relationships and ideals. For them, collective resistance has become a continuous experience against historical and contemporaneous oppression by colonial and post-colonial powers that have encroached on their lives and autonomy within the public agenda of 'civilising', 'modernising', 'mainstreaming', 'developing', 'educating' and 'globalising' their specific ways of life, institutions and culture. The processes are experienced as economic and environmental dispossessions, cultural and political subordination, physical annihilation and forced assimilation with the colonial way of life.
In the globalising world many of the modern states, despite their commitment to international obligations and popular mandates have seldom been successful in protecting indigenous social rights and cultural autonomy, to promote the ideals of their self-determination, to prevent their economic dispossession and political subordination, and to integrate them within its developmental and reconciliatory initiatives. In this article the view that indigenous social movements have constructed and rejuvenated indigenous identity through contestation and protest against the state, its coercive apparatus, and the dominant sections of society will be critically examined. Eight years later, on 13 February 2008, the Australian government apologised to Indigenous Australians, as follows: ' We apologise especially for the removal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their families, their communities and their country. … To the mothers and the fathers, the brothers and the sisters, for the breaking up of families and communities, we say sorry.….. We the Parliament of Australia respectfully request that this apology be received in the spirit in which it is offered as part of the healing of the nation ….' (Rudd 2008 The following case studies reflect on some aspects of these movements and reconstructions. The process of legal challenge and counter-challenge created a host of confrontations between the NSW Government and the developers on the one hand, and the indigenous people on the other. The protestors strongly felt that the issue was shaped by racism: that in a white-dominated Australian society it was very difficult for the indigenous people to get their collective concerns and voice recognised. To them the government was guided by the interest of the developers, and not by respect for indigenous culture and heritage. Such a feeling is reflected in the words of Dootch Kennedy, the Chairman of SPATE: ' We are marginalised as we are only a tiny minority in Australia…and our voice is not heard by them (the government)….…. They have given this land to the developers to earn money. They are not the native Australians; they are not linked to the land… its ecosystem, its cultural heritage. They are linked to the land through extraction of natural resources to earn profit for them…. The government in Australia is run by the miners, developers, international companies who have little respect for the land heritage and culture of the indigenous people…. They are killing the aborigines like animals. They have destroyed our land, our nature our cultural heritage and we have lost control on our life. We are fighting with our own people to protect our heritage…' (Roy Dootch Kennedy interviewed August 1, 2010) The protesters challenged the propriety of the state in damaging the indigenous people's linkage between land and culture:
Sandon Point
'They call us savages, but they keep on committing genocide... Why have you robbed me of my heritage? Why should we continue to be robbed? Why is our mother earth to be sacrificed? What have you done and what are you doing to our land? All cultures in this earth have respect for their own land, why should we be deprived of such respect? We want them to stop disrespecting our culture and stop harming our land… our culture. They should repair all the damage they have done to our mother earth, our cultural heritage…. They don't understand and don't want to understand the way we speak and the way we do we think and the way we live with nature. What they have done to us, they can't repeat the same to our children.' The protesters were confident of the strength of their unity and optimistic about the outcome of their movement, despite the setbacks:
'We have lost in the court but there is the win in this loss. It strongly indicates that the aborigines can't get justice in Australia since the law and the state machinery is operated by the non-aboriginals. The journey does not end here. We are neither going to bow down our heads, nor throw our hands in the air saying that we have lost. The journey begins now. We are united -all aborigines of Australia are with us in the struggle for our land, culture and environment'. (Roy Dootch Kennedy interviewed August 1, 2010)
The campaign was remarkably successful in mobilising non-indigenous supporters. Echoing the sentiments of Kennedy, a non-indigenous resident described the situation as follows:
We give lip service to the issue of the aboriginal issue. We have a very limited view on the aboriginal interest in Australia. The land belongs to them. Even if the sacred site is out of the boundary of the development project, we should respect their sentiment… Belief is not guided by an artificial boundary..... We have played our innings.. Aunty Carol Ridgeway-Bissett, a community elder, who claims to be the actual traditional occupier of the land, has strongly opposed the mining project, fearing that sand mining would not protect the traditional spiritual and cultural sanctity of the land. She has organised protests against mining and has gained regular support from the locals and the environmentalists. She asserted that:
'Sand dune is a part of our culture, our heritage. The sand dunes are the ancient landscape of my ancestors; it is full of the bones and artifacts of my people. We get blessings from them, from these sand dunes. We would protect it….Who knows how much and how many have already been crushed and destroyed by the mining". However Andrew Smith, the Chairperson of Worimi Land Council is a pro-development activist. He wants to use the available indigenous resources for the economic and social benefits of these people. He is personally enterprising, wants to take risks and learn from the experience. He says: 'They [the Government] have given back our land. We feel good. However, we have also got lots of liability. We are to give tax...We have huge expenditure… … So we are to generate revenue by using our land, undertaking a cultural heritage program through the developers and through the extraction of sand from the sand dune. This money we use for education, for health, for fellowship and training program of the indigenous unemployed youth and also for the community awareness on environmental sustainability program'.
He explains that 30% of the revenue generated from sand extraction will accrue to the Local Land Council, the remaining 70% going to the State Land Council and the developers, yet sand extraction from the sand dune has an immediate practical purpose:
'The sand extraction is done not for this little money alone, but also to protect the indigenous community from the disaster of ever expanding sand dune. The moving sand dome will engulf us very fast if we don't stop it….' Andrew Smith is also an assimilationist. Though he is very critical of the injustice historically 'Assimilation however should not be the way that Australia tried to assimilate the Aboriginals. They introduced a genocide killing millions of Aborigines…. We are so assimilated now that we don't live the way we lived thousand years ago. We don't wear lap-laps and live in the dunes. We live in houses, at the end of the day, we sleep in a bed, and eat at McDonalds, drive cars and watch TV…Despite all these changes we the indigenous people are still here with our own cultural heritage and our connection to the land and the country. We are struggling to get back our country of dreaming, our autonomy and independence. We want to preserve our culture and our linkage with nature and environment. However it should not be done by removing the community from the Australian society…' (Andrew Smith, interviewed August 25, 2010).
Though the Worimi Local Land Council has been oriented towards developmentalism and reconciliation, an element of discontent against these processes has been shaped by the indigenous people to protect their cultural heritage and linkage to nature. The inner cleavage among the indigenous people however is not devoid of common concern for their plights, historical oppression and neglect in Australian society. 'My father is Irish and my mom was an aborigine, so I have a mix heritage. I have the best of both cultures with me. My mom told me to take best from both and I look the both. My first husband was black and second husband was white and I have two beautiful children from these two partners. They represent both world of Australia …the Aborigines and the White. We have best of both the cultures....Abba-Gabba…' (Carole Brown, interviewed August 12, 2010 , August 17, 2010 However the indigenous people face several problems in White-dominated Australia. To her:
Gandangara Land Council, Liverpool
'Being minority we face problems. In the growing up process the children lose confidence. We are forgetting our culture, language, songs, and music… We train the children to know our culture; we also let them know the other culture as well as to protect the indigenous cultural heritage. The Aboriginal people should maintain their own culture and be developed by their own rights...' She adds, '…..this is unfortunate that a huge number of in the youth from mixed parentage are unable to speak the indigenous language. They are not aware of the significance of indigenous culture in our developmental activities. … Because of mixed parentage, and the long practice of child removal from the indigenous community, knowledge about cultural heritage is declining among the aboriginal people, especially among the youth…. Australian society has got too much technology, too much consumerism and too much of the comforts. Many of indigenous are forgetting their culture because of the pressure of these technologies, consumer culture, comforts….'
To remain rooted in one's own culture despite being historically uprooted in a multicultural context is a very difficult task: cultural protection can't be pursued against the development process of the community. What are the strategies? The Land Council has organised initiatives for cultural change and also for economic development:
We have also activities related to day care of the community elders. In the day care centre we keep them engaged with the activities like indigenous painting and drawing and making of indigenous craft and tools. We have also a health care centre that takes care of the health related issues of the Aboriginal people, especially for the elderly ones, who come here not only for health care service, but also to share each other's experiences. (Carole Brown interviewed August 12, 2010 , August 17, 2010 She adds: ' We have land development, land caring activities. We have identified a housing project that is supported by the community…. This housing is for allindigenous and non-indigenous. The profit is supposed to help us for employment generation, age care, health and education program. The land is carefully selected and there is no problem'.
Within these developmental activities indigenous culture is carefully preserved by bringing a harmony. She says:
'It is a big thing that we have got the land rights now. In the hype of all these developments, the youth tend to forget their own culture. The indigenous people are to educate themselves about their cultural heritage. We need harmony between indigenous culture and development. We teach the young generation to be honest to you by a becoming respectful both the culture. This approach will bring a lot of harmony in society.' (Carole Brown interviewed August 12, 2010, August 17, 2010).
Within this urge for harmony, there is also the voice for discontent, which is historically rooted. Forceful removal of children has brought not only a traumatic experience for the victims but also to their parents. A victim of the stolen generation, Auntie Lily, associated with the Hoxton Park Elders Centre of Gandangara Land Council, had an horrific experience.
She was united with her son 40 years after he was forcibly removed. She says:
'You can't simply explain what the torture is. …. It is emotional, psychological and physical. . Hundreds of thousand mothers in Australian lost their children. I am a mother; I also lost my child who was taken away from me on grounds of race. That was a new baby. I was kept in church in Brisbane to serve the Priests and others…. They have destroyed every thing… our culture, nature, our lives.' Though her life is circumscribed by bitter experience, she looks for reconciliation through harmonious coexistence in Australian society. She finds a hope in the unity and activities of the Land Council. To her:
'It is a time to rebuild… that is however is not an easy process. All the victims of the Stolen Generation, the children and the parents, should be given land under the Local Land Council, to maintain the eco-system. It is through this land that we will build connection between nature and our indigenous culture'. (Auntie Lily, interviewed on August 28, 2010)
The Gandangara Land Council while has emerged to be integrationist with the developmental perspective of the state; it uses this opportunity to revive the indigenous cultural ethos and idioms through these developmental activisms. Herein the criticality against the state is used to redefine indigenous identity and unity at the grass roots.
Conclusion: Dichotomies of Cooption and Contestation in Indigenous Collective Mobilisations
The Australian historian, H. C. Coombs stated that, 'throughout their history since 1788 aborigines have sought a "composition" with white society in which their links with the land and the essence of the "Aboriginal way" can be maintained'. Coombs talked about 'the two streams of people, black and white, which are forming Australian society, each with its own origin and character but influencing each other, yet preserving even into the ocean itself, its own identity and its distinctive contribution to the character and life-sustaining capacity of the Bay as a whole' (Coombs 1991, pp. 21-22) . Though there are also contradictions in the construction of such symbol.
One of the prominent challenges is the perceptive cultural differences in the understanding of Indigenous peoples not merely 'disadvantaged Australians' or a 'minority' group, they are the First Nation Peoples of the country. They have been the victims of poverty and inequality caused by historic treatment and the persistence of systemic discrimination' (Calma 2007, p.19) . The issues of their discrimination and marginalisation now have been articulated through grassroots collective action, and they have been empowered in Australian society through an awakening and politicisation of social questions that challenge the parochialism and institutions of authority (Clark 2008, p.249) .
Despite shared circumstances, Aboriginal communities in Australia remain intensely, and proudly, local (Behrendt 1995, p. 27 ). Despite such localisation, indigenous identity and social movements encounter a host of tensions in contemporary Australia which are caused not only by colonisation but also by the processes of modernisation, economic development and state policy of assimilation and reconciliation. As Sarah Maddison has argued, divergent experiences have produced great diversity in how communities engage with power structures, 'as they grapple with the often-uncomfortable intersection of their fractured (but not abandoned) traditional and cultural life, the legacies of colonisation, and their own diversity across the continent'; Maddison continues: 'These intersections of history, culture, experience and identity have produced an extraordinarily complex political culture. These complexities have produced tensions between autonomy and dependency; sovereignty and citizenship; tradition and development; individualism and collectivism; indigeneity and hybridity; unity and regionalism; community and kin; men, women and customary law; elders and the next generation; and mourning and reconciliation' (Maddison 2009, p.xxiv). Despite these challenges there remains the possibility of creating a common symbol, founded on indigenous people's linkage between their life, culture and nature. Rowley's (1973) observation holds the key when he says: 'We of the West seem likely to destroy ourselves through our assumption that God gave Nature to man. Perhaps we have to learn, what Aborigines always assumed, that Man is no more than part of nature' (Rowley 1973, p. 194 ).
Thus there is shared logic of indigenous grassroots protest, assertion and initiative, defined by the tensions within indigenous society and their relations between land, nature and culture. We need a major change in the mindset. That is a mountainous thing and not going to happen so immediately… While talking about assimilation you are to take care of indigenous values as well, and you are to connect the country through cultural heritage and language… The government should now have serious dialogue with us….. The journey begins now.
Logic of Grass Roots Protests and their Divergence
In this changing trajectory the processes of forming of identity and solidarity amongst indigenous people, as pointed out by various scholars, is affected by emergence of an indigenous middle class and by the overwhelming tendency of that class to become absorbed professionally into government and by the increasing welfare dependency of a large section of indigenous population (Jones and Hill-Burnett 1982, p. 224, cf. Merlan, 2007) . However neither the pattern of middle class emergence and nor welfare dependency has been uniform in Australia. These assimilationist forces are positioned within eclectic social and economic processes and differentiated levels of economic development and engagement with the state and wider civil society. There has also been a varied quantum of mobility and migration. contemporary reality one section has shifted from a resistant to a legitimising identity (Castells 1997) . These identities become solidified and are institutionalised in a new context (Pizzorno 1978; Melucci 1992 Melucci , 1996 . In the context of social movements while the conservationists are guided by a subjectively moral commitment to culture and indigenous values, a section of pro-development protagonists are guided by common interests, and rational calculations of earning revenue for their immediate economic betterment. These divergences reflect the diversity of available resources and institutional contexts in which the place and identity for indigenous peoples are sustained and empowered in Australian society.
Thus, despite the formation of conflicting identities, whether resistant or legitimising, there has remained a continuity in the dynamic of indigenous identity expressed in the aspiration to reestablish linkages between land, environment, culture and autonomy.
